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Abstract: The Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission is a next generation satellite1

mission expected to provide a 2km-resolution observation of the sea surface height (SSH) on a2

two-dimensional swath. Processing SWOT data will be challenging, because of the large amount of3

data, the mismatch between high spatial resolution and low temporal resolution, and the observation4

errors. The present paper focuses on the reduction of the spatially structured errors of SWOT SSH5

data. It investigates a new error reduction method and assesses its performance in an observing6

system simulation experiment. The proposed error reduction method first projects the SWOT SSH7

onto a subspace spanned by the SWOT spatially structured errors. This projection is removed from8

the SWOT SSH to obtain a detrended SSH. The detrended SSH is then processed within an ensemble9

data assimilation analysis to retrieve a full SSH field. In the latter step, the detrending is applied10

to both the SWOT data and an ensemble of model-simulated SSH fields. Numerical experiments11

are performed with synthetic SWOT observations and an ensemble from a North Atlantic, 1/60◦12

simulation of the ocean circulation (NATL60). The data assimilation analysis is carried out with13

an ensemble Kalman filter. The results are assessed with root mean square errors, power spectrum14

density and spatial coherence. They show that a significant part of the large scale SWOT errors is15

reduced. The filter analysis also reduces the small scale errors and allows to accurately recover the16

energy of the signal down to 25 km scales. In addition, using the SWOT nadir data to adjust the SSH17

detrending further reduces the errors.18

Keywords: SWOT; correlated errors; OSSE; projection; detrending; ensemble Kalman filter19

1. Introduction20

The two-dimensional high resolution Surface Water Ocean Topography (SWOT) data have the21

potential to provide dense and accurate information on the dynamic of the meso- and submesoscale22

[12,16,17]. The considerable contribution of this unprecedented altimetric data for oceanography lays23

on two main characteristics of the SWOT data: (i) the two-dimensionality of the wide-swath data will24

provide a new insight on the ocean surface dynamic where the evolution of structures can be tracked25

and studied and (ii) the high resolution of the Ka-Band Radar Interferometer (KaRIn) instrument26

will allow to reach very fine scale structures (down to 15-km wavelength expected). However, the27

combination of these two SWOT characteristics inevitably leads to new challenges in the processing28

and treatment of the data.29

The SWOT satellite and instrument design induces a string of cumulative, spatially structured30

errors, expected to have significant amplitudes in comparison with the signal, and to display strong31
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spatial correlations. The spatially structured errors will certainly induce strong limitations in the use of32

SWOT data, and must be removed or at least reduced. Past works have addressed the reduction of the33

small-scale, spatially uncorrelated noise [8,20] and the inclusion of the SWOT error correlations in data34

assimilation [35,38]. Some techniques to correct the SWOT data long range correlated errors have been35

investigated by Dibarboure and Ubelmann [10]. These techniques are based on the cross-calibration of36

the satellite signal between multiple local zones in the satellite ground track. Information accumulated37

over a certain period is used to retrieve the SWOT signal free of error. Although these techniques have38

shown promising results, they only gain in accuracy as long as the ocean state remains relatively static39

which is a strong hypothesis, especially for the temporal/spatial scale ratio of SWOT. An asset of the40

error reduction method proposed in the present paper is that the SWOT signal is retrieved on each41

pass of the satellite independently. In the future, the benefits of comparing the different approaches42

could be explored.43

In this paper, a new spatially structured error reduction method is presented which is composed44

of two steps. The first step (detrending) removes from the data the across-track trends that may be due45

to the spatially structured errors. Indeed, most of the expected SWOT errors have been intensively46

investigated and are presented in an error budget [13]. This error budget shows that the errors will47

strongly impact the spatial structure of the signal, especially across track, and are expected to create48

artificially structured trends. This first step removes these trends which include the large scale errors49

as well as a part of the large scale SWOT physical signal. The second step of the error reduction50

method (retrieval) implements an ensemble data assimilation (DA) analysis to retrieve the large scale51

physical signal. This ensemble DA analysis uses an ensemble of static high-resolution SSH scenes. As52

an extension of the method, we also propose to further adjust the detrending with the SWOT nadir53

data but in a rather simplistic way since the primary focus of this paper is the wide-swath data. Note54

also that the method only deals, by construction, with the across-track structured errors of larger55

scales. Hence, the method is not expected to reduce the two-dimensional structured errors (e.g. the56

wet-troposphere error) and only partly reduce the uncorrelated errors (e.g. the KaRIn error). To reduce57

the impact of these smaller scale errors, further developments of the method and/or combination with58

other methods (e.g. [35,38]) will be needed.59

The error reduction method is tested in the framework of an observing system simulation60

experiment (OSSE). This framework, also known as twin experiments, consists in creating all the61

data of the experiment – including the observations – from a simulation produced by a numerical62

model and considered as the true ocean. Here, we use the high-resolution NATL60 (North Atlantic,63

1/60◦ resolution) configuration [1,15] of the NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean)64

modelling system [29]. This simulation is one of the most advanced and high resolution simulation65

available to this day, with an effective resolution of approximately 7km which is beneath the expected66

effective resolution of the SWOT satellite. Note, however, that internal tides are not represented67

in that simulation although studies have shown that internal tides should strongly impact the SSH68

SWOT signal [22,34]. Internal tides should be included in future studies on this error reduction69

method. In this study, we focus on the OSMOSIS region where the small scale structures are dominant70

over the larger scales [6]. To create the observations from the NATL60 simulation we use the SWOT71

simulator, a simulator of the ocean SWOT data, developed to help the scientific community prepare72

the SWOT mission [18]. The SWOT simulator models six of the errors described in [13]: Ka-Band73

Radar Interferometer (KaRIn) error, residual roll error, phase error, baseline dilatation error, timing74

error and wet-troposphere error. Althought not complete, these modelled errors are, to this day, the75

best implemented prediction of what the largest SWOT errors will be.76

The outline of the paper is the following: Section 2.1 describes the synthetic SWOT data created77

by the SWOT simulator and used in the numerical experiments, the SWOT errors, and the error78

reduction method. The overall target in the numerical experiments, presented in Section 3, is to79

retrieve an error free SWOT observation. In this section, we assess (i) the benefit of using the detrended80

SWOT data rather than the raw SWOT data in the error reduction method, (ii) the gain brought by81
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the detrended SWOT error reduction method over a standard Gaussian denoising filter and (iii) the82

potential of combining the SWOT data with its nadir altimeter data. A discussion is held in Section 483

and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.84

85

Science Orbit

Repeat Cycle (days) 20.8646

Repeat Cycle (Orbits) 292

Sub-cycles (days) 1.10

Inclination 77.6

Elevation (km) 891

Table 1. Orbital characteristics of the Science Orbit implemented in the SWOT simulator and used in
the present experiments.

86

2. Materials and Methods87

2.1. Synthetic SWOT data88

2.1.1. Synthetic SWOT data creation89

The present study is conducted on an observing system simulation experiment (OSSE) which90

considers a high resolution model simulation to be the true state of the ocean. The simulation has been91

carried out with the NATL60 (North Atlantic, 1/60◦ resolution) configuration of the NEMO (Nucleus92

for European Modelling of the Ocean) modelling system [29]. The horizontal resolution of 1/60◦93

corresponds to 0.8 to 1.6 km, depending on latitude, while the vertical grid uses 300 levels. With this94

resolution, we can produce synthetic SWOT data that effectively observe the meso and submesoscale95

ocean circulation. The NATL60 simulation is the reference simulation in several studies [1,15]. More96

information on the model set up may be found on [31].97

The region of study is the OSMOSIS region in the North Atlantic (44.821◦N–55.363◦N,98

20.016◦W–10.008◦W; [6]). The OSMOSIS region has very little large scale energy in comparison99

to the Gulf Stream [6]. This makes OSMOSIS an appropriate region for assessing the SWOT ability to100

recover small scale dynamics without having large scale structures strongly impact the diagnosis.101

Synthetic SWOT data are created from NATL60-simulated SSH fields, using the SWOT simulator102

for Ocean Science [18,37] developed by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. In a first step, the SWOT103

simulator generates a data grid following the predefined swath geometry and orbit ground track.104

The characteristics of the simulated orbit are detailed in Table 1. The SWOT swath is 120 km wide105

with a 20 km gap in its center (Figure 1). The spatial resolution is 2km across and along track which106

leads to 50 grid points across track. The grid includes a nadir, along-track line with a resolution of 7107

km to simulate the nadir altimeter on board SWOT satellite. In a second step, the SWOT simulator108

interpolates the SSH input fields onto the SWOT grid (wide-swath and nadir). In a third and last step,109

the simulator randomly generates the main expected SWOT errors, following the specifications of the110

SWOT error budget document [13]. This is described in more details in the next subsection.111

2.1.2. SWOT data errors112

The SWOT simulator provides statistical models for six components of SWOT measurement113

errors [13,18]:114

• Ka-Band Radar Interferometer (KaRIn) error115
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the SWOT grid at 2 km resolution.

• residual roll error116

• phase error117

• baseline dilatation118

• timing error119

• wet-troposphere error120

The KaRIn instrument random error is a spatially uncorrelated noise with a non-constant variance121

across track (smiley curve). Several techniques have been developed to specifically denoise the KaRIn122

noise impacting the SWOT data [20,21]. In the present study, we focus on the spatially correlated123

errors. But we make the case that because DA is designed to deal with spatially uncorrelated noises,124

the KaRIn noise is expected to be also reduced by the DA analysis.125

The spatially correlated errors have specific across track structures. Here, we only focus on the126

across track structure of the errors and we consider the error variation for all along track points xa127

independently. A discussion on the implications of relaxing this assumption is proposed in Section 4.128

A schematic representation of the errors cross-track characteristics is presented in Figure 2.129

The timing error directly impacts the height measurement and is due to a timing drift in the
instrument signal propagation. It also depends on the look angle of the instrument but, at first order,
this dependency can be neglected. The timing error e0 is assumed to be constant across track:

e0 = α0(xa) (1)

The roll error is due to the unknown interferometric roll angle, and increases linearly across the
swath with the distance to the nadir point, i.e., the center of the swath (xc = 0). The magnitude of this
error can be large. For instance, a tilt of 1/10000◦ generates a 6 cm error at a point 35 km away from
the nadir point. The roll error is considered linear across track:

e1 = α1(xa)xc (2)

where e1 is the across track roll error, proportional to the cross-track coordinate xc.130
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the SWOT error distributions across track. The errors e0, e1, e2

and e3 correspond respectively to the timing, the roll, the baseline dilatation and the phase errors.

When the baseline of the satellite dilates, the length of the baseline varies which modifies the
height measurements. This variation creates a deviation for the calibrated instrument signals at each
end of the mast. The baseline dilatation error e2 is a quadratic function of the cross-track coordinate:

e2 = α2(xa)x2
c (3)

The SWOT interferometric instrument combines signal from two sensors which can have relative
phase variations between one another. These variations produce a phase drift which translates into a
cross-track linear error, independent in each half-swath. The phase error can thus be written as:

e3 = [α3(xa) + α4(xa)xc]H(−xc) + [α5(xa) + α6(xa)xc]H(xc) (4)

whereH(x) is the Heaviside function which equals 1 when x > 0 is true and 0 otherwise.131

Finally, the variability of water vapor content in the troposphere is a well known source of error132

in satellite observations of the ocean also known as the wet-troposphere error (e.g. the missions133

AMSR-E [26], Jason 1 [30] and Jason 2 [27]). The wet-tropospheric path delay introduces isotropic134

error correlations. However, what we call throughout the present paper the wet-troposphere error135

is the residual path delay after a correction performed by a 2-beam radiometer. Since this error is136

not structured like the four others described previously, we do not intent to reduce it with the error137

reduction method described below.138

Under the previous assumptions on the various errors impacting the SWOT data, it is possible to
infer the cross-track structure of the total error:

etotal = α0 + α1xc + α2x2
c + [α3 + α4xc]H(−xc) + [α5 + α6xc]H(xc) (5)

where the explicit dependence of αi, for i = 0, ..., 6, on xa has been dropped for the sake of clarity.139

Knowing the structure of the total error across track is an important information that can be used to140

understand the strong impact of the spatial error correlations on the SWOT signal and to hopefully141

reduce some of this impact.142
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Figure 3. SSH (in meters) on pass ’p031’ of cycle 17 given by the true SSH field ht (first row - left), the
SWOT data h (first row - right) ; the fully detrended (different scale) SWOT data T f (h) (second row
- left), the fully detrended truth + KaRIn error T f (ht + εk) (second row - center) and their difference
(second row - right) ; the partially detrended SWOT data T (h) (third row - left), the partially detrended
truth + KaRIn error T (ht + εk) (third row - center) and their difference (third row - right).

2.2. The error reduction method143

2.2.1. SWOT data detrending144

To reduce the cross-track spatially structured errors described in the previous section, we first
propose to project the SWOT signal h in a non-physical space spanned by the spatially structured
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Figure 4. Across track correlations (top) and across track covariances (bottom) of the SWOT data h
(left) and the detrended SWOT data T (h) (right).

errors. Then, the detrending consists in substracting the projected signal from the across track SWOT
signal. The projection coefficients are calculated by minimizing the cost function:

J (α) =

nc
2

∑
xc=− nc

2

(
h(xc, xa)− {α0 + α1xc + α2x2

c + [α3 + α4xc]H(−xc) + [α5 + α6xc]H(xc)}
)2

, (6)

with nc the number of across track grid points and with α = {α0, α1, α2, α3, α4, α5, α6} are the projection145

coefficients, functions of xa.146

Having calculated the projection coefficients, the straightforward detrending uses the projection
of the SSH h(xc, xa), for each along track point xa:

T f (h(xc, xa)) = h(xc, xa)− {α0 + α1xc + α2x2
c + [α3 + α4xc]H(−xc) + [α5 + α6xc]H(xc)}. (7)

Figure 3, second row-left panel, shows the full detrending T f (h) applied to the SWOT observation
h (first row-left panel) corresponding to the true ocean state ht (first row-right panel) on pass ’p031’ of
cycle 17 in the OSMOSIS region. When comparing the full detrending of the SWOT data to the full
detrending of the true signal plus the KaRIn error only (second row-center) and when looking at the
difference between the two (second row-right), we can see that the errors are almost entirely removed.
However, the full detrending also removes a large part of the large-scale SSH signal. To limit this effect,
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we propose a detrending constant along track T (h) based on the previously computed coefficients
averaged over the entire pass:

T (h(xc, xa)) = h(xc, xa)− {α̃1xc + α̃2x2
c + [α̃3 + α̃4xc]H(−xc) + [α̃5 + α̃6xc]H(xc)}, (8)

for all xa and all xc, where α̃i for i = 1, ..., 7 are the along track average of the projection coefficients αi147

computed in Eq. (6). The rationale for this choice is the assumption that the coefficients αi, for i 6= 0,148

vary along track with much larger scales than the oceanic features observed by SWOT. In our setup,149

we further assumed that the SWOT passes are small enough to consider these coefficients constant150

along-track. For longer passes, such an assumption would not hold anymore, and a more sophisticated151

approach should be considered. The slow-variation assumption does not hold for the timing error152

α0. This term is therefore removed from the detrending, Eq. 8, which implicitly means that this error153

remains in the detrended SWOT data. The resulting detrended SWOT data T (h) for pass ’p003’ at154

cycle 17 is shown in the third row-left panel of Fig. 3. A large part of the SSH signal is preserved by the155

detrending, yet the large scale errors shown in the difference ht − h (first row-right) are reduced.156

Figure 4 shows the across-track correlation (top) and covariance (bottom) matrices for the SWOT157

data h (left) and the detrended SWOT data (right). The error covariances (and the variances in158

particular) are still present but well reduced by the detrending. The error correlation matrix after159

detrending is slightly closer to a diagonal matrix, i.e., the errors are less correlated across track. Finally,160

the error correlation matrix after detrending is closer to a Gaussian correlation above and below the161

diagonal. Note, that this form of correlation matrix is typical of the wet-troposphere error not taken162

into account by the detrending.163

It is crucial to note that a significant part of the large scale signal has been removed in the164

detrended SWOT data and can thus not be directly substituted to an SSH information. Hence, we need165

to find a way to correct an actual SSH variable by using the information contained in the detrended166

SWOT data. Here, we argue that an appropriate way to address this question comes from data167

assimilation techniques.168

2.2.2. Reducing errors using data assimilation169

Data assimilation (DA) is a mathematical and methodological approach that allows the170

combination of different sources of information on a system and the uncertainties that surrounds them171

in order to recover an updated more accurate knowledge of that system. The development and the172

application of DA in geosciences is a large and well-settled field of investigation (e.g. [9; 19; 25; 2; 7]173

and in particular in oceanographic applications [4; 33; 5; 28; 36]. The main focus of DA so far has been174

state and parameter estimation. In the present paper, we propose to use DA to estimate the true SSH175

SWOT signal from the detrended SWOT data and constrained by high resolution SSH scenes.176

The two sources of information that we use in this error reduction method are, on the one hand,177

the detrended SWOT data (the observation) and, on the other hand, a high-resolution ensemble of178

unrelated (to the truth) SSH fields (the prior). The ensemble of SSH fields is previously interpolated179

on the SWOT swath. An ensemble-based DA analysis (e.g. an ensemble Kalman filter, EnKF, see180

Appendix B) can then be performed in the “SWOT-space”, i.e., finding a more accurate SWOT estimate181

from an ensemble of prior SWOT-like data and the detrended SWOT data.182

Note that we do not directly replace the SWOT data by the detrended SWOT data in the SSH183

state space, which would be mathematically incorrect, we rather perform the assimilation in the184

non-physical detrended space. In practice, this means that an observation operator is created to link185

the variations of the prior ensemble and the variations of the SWOT data in the detrended space and186

use that information to correct an actual SSH. In other words, this error reduction method can be seen187

as an optimal interpolation scheme [9, Section 4.2] but with a prior error covariance matrix given by188

high-resolution SSH scenes.189
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It is also possible to apply the same method but using different observations instead of using190

the detrended SWOT data. For instance, in the numerical experiments below, this is done using191

successively the original SWOT data, the nadir data and the nadir-adjusted detrended SWOT data192

(defined in Section 3.3). Since most DA schemes make the assumption of uncorrelated observation193

errors and since the detrending reduces the SWOT error correlations, we here expect that an194

assimilation of the detrended SWOT data T defined by Eq. 8 will be much more efficient than195

the straightforward SWOT data assimilation.196

Notations and markers

Truth ht Dashed black line

SWOT observation h Dashed red line

Gaussian filtered SWOT G(h) Dotted red line

SWOT DA DA[h] Grey

Detrended SWOT DA DA[T (h)] Blue

Nadir DA DA[nadir] Orange

Nadir-adjusted detrended SWOT DA DA[U (T (h))] Green

Table 2. Glossary of the variable names and markers for the experimental results.

197

3. Results198

3.1. The experimental set up199

The synthetic SWOT data are generated from hourly outputs of the NATL60 simulation between200

October 1, 2012 and September 30, 2013. The OSMOSIS region as considered in this study is visited201

by 28 passes per satellite cycle, with a total of 18 cycles over the year. The numerical experiments are202

carried out for the first three passes (’p003’, ’p031’ and ’p059’) of all 18 cycles, which amounts to a total203

of 54 SWOT datasets.204

The error reduction method described in Section 2.2.2 is performed with an EnKF analysis205

(Appendix B), using a static ensemble made of 60 SSH fields randomly picked in the simulation206

between June 16, 2012 and August 31, 2012. The specific DA parameters are detailed in Appendix C.207

Comparisons are performed between the true state of the ocean in the swath – which would208

correspond to an error free SWOT observation – and the SWOT estimations: the original SWOT data209

(from the SWOT simulator), the SWOT data filtered with a Gaussian filter, the results of DA using210

the SWOT data, the detrended SWOT data, the SWOT nadir and the detrended SWOT data adjusted211

by the nadir (this adjustment is described in Section 3.3). See Table 2 for a glossary of the compared212

variables. The Gaussian filter is applied to the original SWOT data that has been inpainted using213

a bivariate spline approximation in order to close the gap. The Gaussian filter is used with a 6-km214

standard deviation and has a smoothing effect that reduces the very small scale errors, in particular215

the KaRIn errors. Hence, in addition to the original SWOT data, the comparison to the SWOT data216

filtered with a Gaussian filter allows to only assess the error reduction method on the large scales.217

The error reduction methods are illustrated with a focus on one specific pass, and are assessed218

using the 54 SWOT scenes with root-mean-square errors (RMSE) and spectral diagnostics. RMSE219

scores on SSH are computed by cross-track coordinate, and globally. Global RMSEs are also computed220

for SSH gradients and Laplacian (relative vorticity). Spectral diagnostics include along and across221

track power spectrum densities and spectral coherences.222
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Figure 5. SSH on pass ’p031’ of cycle 17 given by the truth ht (top-left), the SWOT data h (top-right); and
the results DA[h] (middle-left) and DA[T (h)] (bottom-left) with their differences to ht (middle-right
and bottom-right, resp.).

3.2. Error reduction by assimilating detrended SWOT data223

Figure 5 displays an illustration on ’p031’ at cycle 17, of the error reduction method assimilating224

the original SWOT data (DA[h]) and the detrended SWOT data (DA[T (h)]). The two top-row panels,225

showing the truth ht and the SWOT data h, are identical to those in Figure 3. The second and third226

rows show the results of the error reduction method (DA[h] and DA[T (h)] resp.), on the left panels,227
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Figure 6. Left: Along track RMSE over the 54 passes on SSH (cm) of h, G(h), DA[h] and DA[T (h)]
against ht (see Table 2 for notations). Right: Global RMSE on SSH (cm), along and across track gradients
∇al and ∇ac resp. (scaled by 10−4) and relative vorticity q (scaled by 102).

and the point-wise differences of those results to the truth (ht-DA[h] and ht-DA[T (h)] resp.), on the228

right panels. Using the detrended SWOT data rather than SWOT in the error reduction method shows229

a clear improvement. The RMSE, for this pass, gives an accuracy increase of more than 50%.230

The two error reduction methods are applied to the 54 SWOT passes. Figure 6 shows along track231

RMSE (left panel) and global RMSE on SSH, along and across track gradients and relative vorticity232

(right panel). As expected, the SWOT cross-track errors on SSH (red dashed line) are larger close233

to the outside edges of the double-swath. Applying a Gaussian filter to SWOT (G(h), red dotted234

line) does not reduce these strong cross-track errors. Assimilation of the the raw SWOT data (grey235

line) reduces marginally the errors close to the edges of the swath and does not well recover the236

gap between the half-swathes. The cross-track error reduction of the detrended SWOT DA is more237

substantial, especially close to the edges of the swath. It must be noted though that the inpainting238

combined with Gaussian filtering shows better error reduction at the very center of the gap. Following239

the global RMSE diagnostics (Figure 6, right panel), the improvement by the detrended SWOT DA is240

confirmed on the SSH, the across track gradient ∇ac and the relative vorticity q. Notably, the good241

RMSE reduction on SSH is confirmed over all passes with an approximated 50% reduction. The RMSE242

of DA[T (h)] slightly increases on the along track gradient. Indeed, the assimilation of the detrended243

SWOT data may have a slight smoothing effect which can degrade the gradients. Since the error244

reduction method does not correct much in the along track direction, this smoothing effect becomes245

visible.246

Spectral diagnostics have also been performed. Figure 7 (top panels) shows the SSH power247

spectral density computed along (left) and across (right) track. Both the Gaussian filtered SWOT data248

and the detrended SWOT DA recover the true ht along track spectral density (dashed black line) down249

to 25km scales. The across track spectral densities of SWOT, Gaussian filtered SWOT data and DA[h]250

are over energetic in the large scales (over 100km scales). When using the detrended SWOT data, the251

error reduction method manages to estimate the correct energy throughout the spectra down to 25km252

scales. In terms of spectral coherence (Figure 7, bottom panels) the estimations are degraded under the253

50km scales. Once again, the assimilation tends to smooth some structures which results in no spectral254

coherence improvement under 50km scales and, moreover, a slight spectral coherence degradation at255

all scales in the along track direction. Nonetheless, a large across track spectral coherence improvement256

is made in the large scales.257

3.3. Combining nadir and SWOT data258

In this experiment, we assess the improvements that can be obtained by the introduction of259

another source of information: the SWOT nadir data.260
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Figure 7. Top: Power spectral density along (left) and across (right) track, in function of spatial
frequency (km−1), over the 54 passes on SSH (cm) of ht, h, G(h), DA[h] and DA[T (h)](see Table 2 for
notations).. Bottom: Same as top but spectral coherence against ht.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the SWOT data detrending T defined in Eq. (8) does not take into
account the constant term α̃0. This constant term was omitted in order to avoid removing a non-zero
SSH signal average. Here, we use the nadir information in order to remove the error-generated
non-zero SWOT average while preserving the SSH signal average. In practice, we compute the
nadir-adjusted detrending as follows:

U (T (h)) = T (h)− w · (T (h)− nadir) (9)

where T (h) and nadir are, respectively, the detrended SWOT data average and the nadir data261

average (over the pass) and where w is a prescribed weight (hereunder, w = 0.6) representing262

the SWOT/nadir error ratio. The error reduction method based on the nadir-adjusted detrended263

SWOT data is noted DA[U (T (h))]. We also implemented, the error reduction method using the nadir264

data only: DA[nadir]. Other experiments (not shown here) have been performed by assimilating265
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simultaneously the detrended SWOT data and the nadir data but the assimilation of the nadir degraded266

the performances especially at the small scales.267

Figure 8 shows the illustration pass ’p003’ at cycle 17, introduced in Figure 5, comparing two268

additional results: DA[nadir] and DA[U (T (h)]. The illustration seems to suggest that the error269

reduction method using the nadir data only partly recovers the large scale errors but fails to capture the270

smaller scales. Meanwhile, combining the nadir data with the detrended SWOT data, i.e. DA[U (T (h))]271

versus DA[T (h)], improves the error reduction. This result is confirmed in Figure 9 which, similarly272

to Figure 6, shows the along-track (left) and global (right) RMSE assessing the two additional results.273

Interestingly, the DA[nadir] errors plotted across track are very close to the SWOT errors. This across274

track shape of the DA[nadir] errors is due to the localization technique used in the assimilation scheme:275

the SSH corrections due to the assimilation fade out with the distance to the nadir. At the center of the276

track (xc = 60 km), the nadir data are accurate (only nadir altimeter error and troposphere error) and277

the assimilation analysis manages to recover information left and right of the nadir.278

The main result here is that combining nadir and SWOT by adjusting the detrended SWOT data279

with the nadir helps reducing SSH RMSE. In particular, there is a gain in accuracy at the center of the280

track where the estimate of the error reduction method is now more accurate than the Gaussian filtered281

SWOT data G(h). This gain appears as well in the global SSH RMSE.282

Finally, the spectral analysis in Figure 10 confirms the poor capability of a nadir (alone)283

assimilation to recover a two-dimensional signal. However, the use of the nadir to adjust the detrended284

SWOT data for the error reduction method DA[U (T (h))] slightly improves the power spectral densities285

and the spectral coherences.286

4. Discussion287

The data from the future SWOT, wide-swath ocean altimetry mission are expected to be impacted288

by large, spatially structured and correlated errors. If we want to reach the degree of accuracy and289

resolution made theoretically achievable by the SWOT system configuration, we need to reduce these290

errors and their correlations.291

Based on the current knowledge of the expected SWOT errors and their cross-track structure, we292

propose an error reduction method to remove the part of the SWOT signal that exhibits signatures293

identical to the structured errors. This results in a new, detrended SSH signal that is non fully physical294

(since a part of the physical signal might be removed as well), but much less affected by structured295

errors. In conjunction with the detrending, we also propose a SWOT error reduction method based296

on a static ensemble data assimilation (DA). Ensemble DA is used to combine the detrended SWOT297

data information to the information from an independent ensemble of scenarios (e.g. high resolution298

model fields or reanalysis). The detrended SWOT data are particularly suited to this error reduction299

method (or more generally to DA) due to the reasonably small spatial correlations in their residual300

errors. It is indeed common practice in DA to assume the observation errors uncorrelated, and many301

DA softwares are hard-coded under this assumption. The proposed SWOT detrending can also be302

incorporated in a fully integrated DA scheme, by convolving it to the existing observation operator:303

H ≡ T ◦H. This should significantly improve the assimilation.304

The efficiency of the error reduction method using detrended SWOT data has been assessed with305

an observing system simulation experiment and using diagnostics on the physical SSH fields (RMSEs)306

and their spectral characteristics (power spectra and coherence). This method has been compared to307

the raw SWOT data, to the Gaussian filtered SWOT data and to the error reduction method using308

directly the SWOT data (i.e., without detrending). Most diagnostics show the good performance of309

the proposed method for the retrieval of SSH on the SWOT swath. Notably, the method recovers the310

energy of the signal throughout the spectra down to 25km scales. However, in this work, because the311

SWOT scenes were not spatially extended, we neglected the along-track variations of the structured312

errors. But they may explain the relatively poor results of the error reduction method in the diagnostics313

based on an along-track processing (RMSE in along-track SSH gradient, and along-track spectral314
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coherence). Also, the error reduction method developed in this work addresses the structured errors315

due to the satellite design, but not other errors that may show spatial correlations, e.g. errors due316

to the atmospheric water vapor. These errors were neglected in this paper, but methods exist to317

account for them [3,35,38]. The next step should then focus on diagnosing the residual observation318

error correlations, and check whether it is possible to account for them in the assimilation. Finally,319

the performance of ensemble DA partly depending on the quality of the initial ensemble, a natural320

perspective of improvement of the method lies in the improvement of the initial ensemble itself. Using321

seasonally-varying ensembles for the timely processing of SWOT data would be a first, easy step.322

Integrating the detrending procedure in a full DA system would represent the ultimate goal.323

The SWOT nadir data can be combined with the error reduction method to improve the accuracy324

of the SWOT wide-swath estimation. In the last section of the numerical experiments, we introduced325

the SWOT nadir data in the method. Even though the use of the nadir data has been rather minimalist,326

it further improves the error reduction method performance. Yet, with the simple DA configuration327

used in this exploratory work, the combined assimilation of the nadir data and the detrended SWOT328

data resulted in destructive interferences (not shown). We did not tackle this technical DA issue here,329

not to deviate from our primary focus, the wide-swath data. But it will have to be done if the error330

reduction method is selected for operational applications in the future.331

Although the experiments presented in this paper are based on an advanced observing system332

simulation experiment, further validations before operational applications are required. It should be333

noted that the experiments presented in this study are based on synthetic SWOT observations from a334

state-of-the-art high resolution submesoscale permitting ocean model simulation (NEMO-NATL60).335

However, this model simulation does not account for the high frequency internal tides that will affect336

SWOT SSH signals at scales <100km [22,34]. It is unclear how the performance of the ensemble DA337

experiments presented in this study would be affected by the representation of high frequency internal338

tides in the model. Future studies using an upcoming similar simulation that will include internal339

tides should soon be performed.340

5. Conclusions341

The present paper is a proof-of-concept, for the future SWOT data pre-processing, showing that342

an error reduction method based on the detrending of the spatially structured errors and the retrieval343

of the large scale physical signal with ensemble data assimilation, can help recover a large part of the344

SWOT SSH signal. Notably, the detrending step of the method is an innovation in itself that can be345

separately incorporated in an operational data assimilation scheme and enhance its performance. This346

paper should therefore be seen as a first demonstration for a method that can be further improved and347

could ultimately be used operationnaly. The method leads to accurate estimations of the SSH signal348

and allowed the retrieval of the spectral energy down to the 25km scales.349

Further developments are needed in order to improve the method and to reduce the errors at350

finer scales. The first step of the method, the detrending, could be improved by accounting for the351

along-track variations of the structured errors with, for instance, an along-track processing of the352

detrending coefficients. Also, the two-dimensional structured errors such as the wet-troposphere353

errors are not taken into account in the detrending process. Hence, a two-dimensional detrending or354

a combination of the current cross-track detrending and other existing methods [3,35,38] should be355

investigated. The second step of the method, the retrieval, could be improved by using a larger and/or356

a more appropriate ensemble of SSH scenes, for instance, a seasonally-varying ensemble. A craftier357

methodology for combining the two-dimensional SWOT data with the SWOT nadir data should also358

be studied. Finally, in order to further strengthen the validation of the method, an assessment of359

its capacity to recover the SSH SWOT signal in an experimental set up that includes high frequency360

internal tides should be performed.361
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Appendix A SWOT simulator detailed parameters374

Hereunder is the SWOT simulator parameter file creating the synthetic SWOT data (Section 2.1)375

used in the numerical experiments:376

377
# −− O r b i t f i l e :378

# Name o f t h e o r b i t f i l e379

satname = " swot292 "380

f i l e s a t =dir_setup+ os . sep + ’ o r b i t 2 9 2 . t x t ’381

382

# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#383

# SWOT swath p a r a m e t e r s384

# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#385

# −− D i s t a n c e be tween n a d i r and t h e end o f t h e swath ( in km ) :386

halfswath = 6 0 .387

# −− D i s t a n c e be tween n a d i r and t h e b e g i n n i n g o f t h e swath ( in km ) :388

halfgap = 1 0 .389

# −− Along t r a c k r e s o l u t i o n ( in km ) :390

d e l t a _ a l = 2 .391

# −− Across t r a c k r e s o l u t i o n ( in km ) :392

d e l t a _ a c = 2 .393

# −− S h i f t l o n g i t u d e o f t h e o r b i t f i l e i f no p a s s i s in t h e domain394

# ( in d e g r e e ) : D e f a u l t v a l u e i s None ( no s h i f t )395

s h i f t _ l o n = None396

# −− S h i f t t ime o f t h e s a t e l l i t e p a s s ( in day ) :397

# D e f a u l t v a l u e i s None ( no s h i f t )398

s h i f t _ t i m e = None399

400

# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#401

# Model i n p u t p a r a m e t e r s402

# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#403

# −− Type o f g r i d :404

grid = ’ i r r e g u l a r ’405

# −− Time s t e p be tween two model o u t p u t s ( in days ) :406

t imestep = 1 . / 2 4 .407

# −− Number o f o u t p u t s t o c o n s i d e r :408

# ( t i m e s t e p ∗ n s t e p = t o t a l number o f days )409

nstep = 3 6 5 .∗2 4 .410

411

# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#412

# SWOT o ut pu t f i l e s413

# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#414

i n t e r p o l a t i o n = ’ l i n e a r ’415

416

# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#417

# SWOT e r r o r p a r a m e t e r s418

# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#419

# −− KaRIn n o i s e ( True t o compute i t ) :420

KaRIn = True421

# −− SWH f o r t h e r e g i o n :422

swh = 2 . 0423
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# −− Number o f km o f random c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r KaRIn n o i s e :424

nrandKaRIn = 1000425

426

# − Other i n s t r u m e n t e r r o r ( r o l l , phase , b a s e l i n e d i l a t i o n , t im ing )427

## −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−428

# −− Compute n a d i r ( True or F a l s e ) :429

nadir = True430

# −− Number o f random r e a l i s a t i o n s f o r i n s t r u m e n t a l and g e o p h y s i c a l431

# e r r o r ( recommended ncomp =2000) , ncomp1d i s used f o r 1D spectrum ,432

# and ncomp2d f o r 2D spec t rum ( wet t r o p o s p h e r e c o m p u t a t i o n ) :433

ncomp1d = 2000434

ncomp2d = 2000435

# −− Cut o f f f r e q u e n c y :436

lambda_cut = 20000437

lambda_max = 20000438

# −− R o l l e r r o r ( True t o compute i t ) :439

r o l l = True440

# −− Phase e r r o r ( True t o compute i t ) :441

phase = True442

# −− B a s e l i n e d i l a t i o n e r r o r ( True t o compute i t ) :443

b a s e l i n e _ d i l a t i o n = True444

# −− Timing e r r o r ( True t o compute i t ) :445

t iming = True446

447

## − G e o p h y s i c a l e r r o r448

## −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−449

# −− Wet t r o p o e r r o r ( True t o compute i t ) :450

wet_tropo = True451

# −− Beam p r i n t s i z e ( in km ) :452

# Gauss ian f o o t p r i n t o f s igma km453

sigma = 8 .454

# −− Number o f beam used t o c o r r e c t w e t _ t r o p o s i g n a l ( 1 , 2 or ’ b o t h ’ ) :455

nbeam = 2456

# −− Beam p o s i t i o n i f t h e r e a r e 2 beams ( in km from n a d i r ) :457

beam_pos_l = −35.458

beam_pos_r = 3 5 .459460

Appendix B Ensemble Kalman filter brief description461

The ensemble Kalman filter [14] a stochastic alternative to the deterministic Kalman filter. For high
dimension systems, the propagation in time of the information and the size of the problem to solve
makes the standard Kalman filter [24] untracktable. The EnKF partly solves those issues using a Monte
Carlo approach. The error covariances are propagated with an ensemble of scenarios propagated by
a model (not in our particular case, where the ensemble is static in time). The analysis step of the
standard Kalman filter is then computed but using the statistical prior error covariance matrix and
gives an updated state of the system:

xa = x f + K(y− x f ) (A1)

where x f is the prior state of the system, y is the observation and K is the Kalman gain matrix462

that depends on the prior error covariance matrix, the observation error covariance matrix and the463

observation operator.464

In order to account for the undersampling of the ensemble in the representation of the prior error465

covariance matrix, it is often mandatory to perform a localization in the DA scheme which reduces the466

impact of long-distance observations.467
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Appendix C Data assimilation set up details468

• The observation error covariance matrices, R, were not specifically tuned. They are assumed469

diagonal and constant along the diagonal: R = diag(σY). The respective values of σY are detailed470

in Table A1.471

Y h T (h) nadir U (T (h))
σY 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.02

Table A1. Values of σY defining the observation error covariance matrices R = diag(σ2
Y), in meters, for

the respective observations Y.

472

• The localization used in the ensemble Kalman Filter is the domain localization described in [23].473

The localization parameters, namely the localization cutoff and radius, are specified for each474

observation in Table A2.475

Y h T (h) nadir U (T (h))
ρcut 80 80 80 80
ρloc 40 40 60 40

Table A2. Localization cutoff ρcut and radius ρloc, in km, for the respective observations Y.

476
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 5 but comparing two additional results: DA[nadir] and DA[U (T (h))].
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 6 but comparing two additional results: DA[nadir] and DA[U (T (h))].
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 7 but comparing two additional results: DA[nadir] and DA[U (T (h))].


